TIMELINE

- November 2011 - Clinics in Clay & Bullock County.
- February 2012 - HNH Immunizations Inc. becomes an Access Provider with MedImmune.
- April 2012 - SJR 11 – School Located Vaccination Clinic Resolution.
- February 2013 - HNH Immunizations Inc. becomes the only stand alone VFC Provider & Distribution Pharmacy.
- March 2013- VFC Order placed for 975+ Schools for the 2013-2014 season.
- May 2013- HNH Immunizations Inc. becomes the nations largest non governmental mass immunizer of FluMist®
- June 2013- HNH Immunizations gets new class of trade status : SLVC GPO to allow for expansion into other states.
- September 2013- Healthy Schools LLC joins the WORKS! Program.
- January 2014- Health Heroes LLC joins the WORKS! Program.
- April 2014- Health Heroes USA joins the WORKS! Program.
- May 2014 – Auburn University Evaluation reports that the Alabama program is the largest SLVC program in the nation.
- June 2014- The Alabama Dept. of Education is nominated for a STAR Award for Excellence in Education & Healthcare.
- July 2014- The Teach Flu A Lesson program is one of 6 finalist from 47 programs to be considered for the STAR Award at the 2014 Southern Legislative Conference in Little Rock on July 29, 2014.
2011 PROOF OF CONCEPT

Clay County

Bullock County
Duval County – Florida

The pilot for Healthy Schools LLC was for only 22 schools. (September 2013)

The success of that pilot has led to over 1,600 schools participating in the upcoming season for an estimated 225,000 doses.
INCREASE OF VACCINATIONS

2011
Proof of Concept
503 Doses
Clay & Bullock County

2012
35,437
Alabama Only

2013
84,000
Including Healthy Schools LLC

2014
300,000
7 States
2014 PILOT SITES

- Michigan
- Ohio
- California
- Texas
- South Carolina
- Georgia
- Louisiana
QUICK FACTS

• HNH Immunizations Inc. saved working families in Alabama:

$11,626,215.00 *

• The Teach Flu A Lesson program by HNH Immunizations cost the state $0 in additional grants or funding.

*Based on the 2014 Auburn University SLVC Evaluation
2014 SCHOOL OF NURSING PARTNERS

Auburn University
Southern Union State University
Jefferson State University
Jacksonville State University
When reviewing the counties where SLVCs were conducted, discoveries that may be associated with vaccinating students will be discussed. Of the 42 counties participating in the SLVCs in 2012-2013:

- Five counties were eliminated because fewer than 10 doses were administered (42-5 = 37).

- 19 counties had increases in their average daily attendance rates (19/37x10 = 51.35%).

- Five counties remained statistically the same (5/37x10 = 13.51%).

- Combination of both [(19+5) / 37 x 10 = 64.86%].

Another discovery made from evaluating this data is associated with the Blackbelt Counties in the State. These counties are

- The State's most socioeconomically deprived locations.
- More likely to have residents who drive 20 or more miles to seek medical treatment.
- Two of these counties participated in the SLVCs.

* Both counties had increases in their average daily attendance rates.
- Potential counties to expand the SLVCs program.
  * Partner with Ron Sparks, director of the Alabama Office of Rural Development.

SCHOOL LOCATED VACCINATION CLINICS

• Safe – No adverse events to date.

• No additional State or Federal funds required beyond VFC vaccine.

• Vaccinates all children regardless of insurance or lack of insurance.

• Supports local medical home by referring all students with chronic medical conditions to their primary care physician for their vaccinations.

• Reduces the absenteeism rate - which improves graduation rates and test scores.